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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S denote, as usual, the class of functionsf(z) regular in the open unit 
disc D, normalised (f(0) = 0, f’(O) = I), and univalent in D. In [7-91 we 
investigated functions f (E S) with the property that all derivatives ftk), 
k = 1, 2,..., were univalent in D. We discovered that such functions must be 
entire and of exponential type. In this paper, we continue our investigations 
of such functions. In particular, we exhibit a necessary and sufficient condi- 
tion which a certain kind of entire function must satisfy for it and all its 
derivatives to be univalent in D. Remarkably enough, if an entire function of 
this kind is known to be univalent in D, it follows automatically that all its 
derivatives must also be univalent in D. To avoid repetition, we shall write 
f(x) = x%@= fi(l-$), 
k=l 
where N is a member of { co, 0, 1, 2 ,... } and p is 0 or 1. If N = 0, it is under- 
stood that the entire product disappears. If /3 = 0, we must have N = co, 
else the function will be a polynomial. The letter, N, will be used in only this 
way, and no other symbol will have this meaning. 
Let E be the family of functions of the form x + Cz=s akzk which are 
univalent, along with all their derivatives, in D. Let Q be the family of trans- 
cendental entire functions such that if f E Q, then 
f(x) = xe@ l?(l-5)’ 
k=l 
where all xk have the same argument and satisfy 1 z, 1 > 1, and where 
@zl < 0. We shall assume that 1 z, 1 < 1 zs 1 < 1 z, 1 < *a. . We shall use 
* The research of this author is supported by the National Science Foundation 
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facts about starlike, convex, and close-to-convex functions. Information about 
these can be found in [2, 3, 41. We shall also make use of facts about entire 
functions, especially representations theorems for entire functions of expo- 
nential type. Information about these can be obtained in [l]. 
2. CHARACTERISTICS OF FUNCTIONS IN E 
LetfEE. 
(A) If the canonical product inf is of genus 0, then 
f(4 = z# kel (1 - $) 
where Cf=, 1 xk 1-l < co. From [7], we have that I/3 ] < 2 d/5 and that 
I /3 - Ccl 2;’ ) < d/5. Hence, I Cf=‘=, a;’ I < 3 43. 
(B) If the canonical product in f is of genus 1, then 
f(z) = zeSz 
5 t1 - $) exp [$I 
(3) 
where & I ak 1-l = CO but c& 1 zk 1-2 < co. Here we must have /I # 0, 
since f’ is univalent in D. Further, if T is the type off, it can be shown that 
(cf: Fl) 
if n(y) is the counting function for f and if n(y) = O(r), then (cf : [6]) 
(C) Suppose f (z) = x + u2x2 + a& + a-* . An inspection of (2) and (3) 
shows that in all cases 
409/33/I-15 
(4) 
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Since f E E, 1 az2 - a3 1 < 1 and ] a3 ] < 2 [7]. Using the triangle inequality 
on (4), it follows that 
3. FACTS ABOUT 9 
Our first Lemma is a Theorem of Laguerre ([I], p. 23) which we have been 
unable to find stated in exactly this way. 
LEMMA 1. Let f be an entire function, not a constant, of genus 0 or 1. Suppose 
that f is real on the real axis and that all of the zeros off are real. Then f ’ is of 
the same genus as f and all of the zeros off’ are real. Between two distinct, 
adjacent zeros off there is exactly one zero off ‘, and it is simple. 
Suppose that x1 and x2 are distinct, adjacent zeros off ‘. Then there is exactly 
one zero off in [x1 , x2]. Further, this is a simple zero off zf and only if it lies in 
(Xl > x2>* 
If f has a zero of order n >, 2 at z,, , then f’ must have a zero of order 
n - 1 at x0 . If we agree that the n - 1 zeros off’ at z,, may be placed between 
the n zeros off at z, , then the conclusion of Laguerre’s theorem would read 
that between two adjacent zeros off, there is exactly one zero off’, and 
conversely. 
LEMMA 2. Let f E Q. Suppose that f has an infinite number of zeros, say, 
27, = 0, Xl, x2 ,... . Let {zp)}~=e be the zeros off tn). Then for all n >, 1, the 
numbers {z~)}& , lie on the same ray as the zeros off and 
IZ~-l)I<IZ~)I<IZ~-l)I~lZ~)I~..~. 
Further, 
f(n)(z) = f(“)(O) eBr fi (1 - &) . 
k=O k 
Proof. There is a number, 8, such that - rr < 0 < CT and 0 = arg{z,} 
for all k. If j3 # 0, then arg(j3) = rr - 8. Define F by F(z) = f (ze@)/e*e. Then 
the zeros ofF are 0, 1 z1 I , I z, I ,..., F is real on the real axis, and F is of genus 
0 or 1. Hence, between each adjacent pair of zeros of F, there is exactly one 
zero of F’. 
Now 
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If z < 0, then zF’(z)/F(z) > 0, i.e., 3” has no negative zeros. Therefore, if the 
zeros of 3” are given by {r~‘))&, , where #) < YJ’) < *a., we must have 
0 < Yp < 1 x 1 CT(‘) < 1 z2 ( < **- 1 -.l . (The strict inequality at the beginning 
of the sequence comes from :he fact that 0 is a simple zero of F.) 
Since C;th, ) zk 1-l < 03, it follows that CT4 (if))-l < co. If /3 # 0, then f 
is of order 1 and type 1 flI . Hence, F and F’ are also of order 1 and type I,8 ) . 
Since F is real on the real axis, F’ must also be real on the real axis. This 
means that, if j3 # 0, then 
F’(z) = t=lfll* fi (1 - --$) 
k=O 
or 
F’(x) = e-lelr fi (1 - *) . 
k=O 
(6) 
Now if F’ were given by (3, then lim,+, F’(x) = 0. However, since 
lim,,, F(x)/x = co, we must have lim SUP~+.~ 1F’(x)\ = 00. So, F’ is 
given by (6). Since F’(a) = f ‘(z&), 
f’(4 = eBZ $I0 (1 - +rl) * 
Letting xk @) = rS)e@ , the lemma is proved for 71 = 1. The rest is proved in a 
similar manner. 
LEMMA 3. Let f E Sz. Suppose that #I # 0 and that f has only a finite number 
of zeros, say, z. = 0, z, ,..., z9 . If n > 1, there is a jnite set, {z~)}~~~ , of 
numbers representing all the zeros off ln). The xp) lie on the same ray as the xeros 
off, and for n > 1, 
Further, 
f@‘(z) = f(“)(O) es2 If (1 - --&) , 
k=O k 
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that each xk is positive and that 
,6 < 0. Now 
,?f ‘(4 -= 
f(z) 
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Hence, there is a zero off’ in (z, , co). Using the techniques of Lemma 2, 
the rest of this lemma follows. 
LEMMA 4. Let f E l2 and let {zk}~=,, be the zeros off. Then f’ does not 
vanishin IzI <RifandonlyifR<Ix,I and 
Proof. Let 0 = arg{sr}. From Lemmas 2 and 3, it follows that if z#) 
is the zero off’ nearest the origin, then 
arg{z’,l)} = arg{z,) and 0 < I$’ I < 1 Zl I . 
Define P on [0, I z, I) by 
xedef ‘(xeis) = 1 N 
fw = f (xei”) -‘“‘x-,c,Izk;-s- 
Then P is a continuous function which vanishes exactly once. Since P(0) = 1, 
it follows that P(x) > 0 for x E [0, R] if and only P(R) 3 0, i.e., 
Since P(x,,) = 0 if and only if f ‘(x,,e@) = 0, the lemma is proved. 
4. MAIN RESULTS 
Our first theorem establishes sufficient conditions for an entire function 
of a certain form to be univalent in ( z ( < R. Note that in this theorem the 
zeros do not have to lie on a ray nor does the function have to be normalized. 
THEOREM 1. Let f be an entire function such that 
f’(z) = cesz ii(l-$r)* 
k=l k 
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where c # 0. If there is a positive integer, p, such that 1 zp) 1 > R for k >, p and 
Re z(l -f)/ >0, 
I k=O k 
then f is close-to-convex and, therefore, univalent in ( z ( 
for k 3 0 and 





R. If ( z;? j > R 
(9) 
then f maps 1 z / < R univalently onto a convex domain. 
Proof. Suppose that (7) and (8) hold. Define + by 
+(.z) = czesz 
Then 
If/z1 <R,then 
Hence, 4 is univalent and starlike in I z I < R. Assuming that 1 x I < R, 
Rel$$-)-/ =Re/E(l ----$)I >O. 
This means that f is close-to-convex and univalent in ) x / < R. 
Now suppose that (9) holds. Define $ by #(z) = zf’(z). Just as we showed 
above that C$ was univalent and starlike in I z I < R, it follows that II, is 
univalent and starlike in I z I < R. Therefore, f maps I z / < R univalently 
onto a convex domain. This completes the proof. 
We note that if f’ does have the form in Theorem 1 with /3 # 0, then f’ 
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is of mean type and has at most one exceptional value G [IO]. Hence, for a 
suitable integration constant, 
where p = 0 or 1, 1 Clz,l <r x;’ 1 = 0( 1) and n(r), the counting function of 
the zeros off, is O(r). If p = 1, we have 
and 
If p = 0, then 
and 
f (4 = i e61Z fi (1 - $-) exp 121 . 
If lim,,, n(r, f)/r = 0, then (cf: [6]) 
B = limsup log M(r’f’) = limsup l”gIM(‘,f) 
1-a00 r r-x-0 Y 
=limsup &+ C 
r-am I IZkl<T 
-J--I. 
Finally, we are ready for the main theorem. First, however, we mention a 
result due to Wilf [ll] which we shall need: Let (zk)& be a sequence of 
positive numbers such that C& z;’ < co. Let /I > 0 and let 
Then f is univalent and starlike in a disc about the origin which extends to 
the first zero off ‘. Note that this result remains true if f has only a finite 
number of zeros. 
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THEOREM 2. Let f E Sz. If f is univalent in D, then 
In fact, (10) holds if and only if f is starlike in D and all of its derivatives are 
close-to-convex there. Further, if (z:,,}~~,, are the zeros off’, then f and all its 
derivatives are univalent in D and map D onto convex domains if and only if 
(11) 
Proof. Using the techniques of Lemma 2, Wilf’s result shows that any 
function in Q is univalent and starlike in a disc about the origin which extends 
to the first zero off ‘. Lemma 4 then shows that (10) is a necessary condition 
for f to be univalent in D and a sufficient condition for f to be starlike there. 
Therefore, to prove the first part of the theorem, it is enough to show that (10) 
implies that all the derivatives off are close-to-convex in D. 
If (z~)>~=‘=, are the zeros off fn), Lemmas 2 and 3 show that 
Hence, 
Lemmas 2,3, and 4, along with (lo), also show that 1 zC) ( >, 1. This means 
that if x E D, Re{l - z/x~~} > 0. Theorem 1 then implies that f w-l) is 
close-to-convex in D. 
Theorem 1 and the same type of argument used above show that (11) is a 
sufficient condition for f and its derivatives to map D univalently onto convex 
domains. To prove the necessity, it is enough to show that if g is defined by 
g(z) = zf ‘(z) and if g is univalent and starlike in D, then (11) is true. Wilf’s 
result and Lemma 4 show this. The proof is completed. 
COROLLARY. EnSZ=SnO. Alsof~EnQifandonlyif(10) holds. 
In using Theorem 2, it may be easier to estimate the size of Cr=‘=, I zk 1-i 
than the size of Cf=r (I zk: 1 - 1)-l. If 1 > I/3 ( 3 0 and 
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then (10) holds. Further, the right-hand side of (12) is the largest number 
which allows us to conclude that (12) implies (10). 
5. FUNCTIONS IN E OF IRREGULAR GROWTH 
All of the specific examples of functions in E which we have given here 
and in [7-91 have been of regular growth, i.e., the order and lower order have 
been equal. We now give two examples of functions in E which have irregular 
growth. The first example is defined in terms of its Taylor series and the 
second by its canonical product. 
EXAMPLE 1. Suppose that p and h are numbers such that 0 < h < p < 1. 
Let 4 be a non-decreasing function such that 4(l) = 1, 
and 
lim inf log ‘(‘I = L _ 1 
k-w logk p ’ 
lim sup log+(‘) = L _ 1 
k-a logk h * 
For R = 1, 2,..., let ak = [2”-%! j$=r $(j)]-l and let f be defined by 
f(z) = CL=r apzk. Since {ak/ak+r}gE1 is a non-decreasing function, we have 
that [5]. 
and 
lim inf log ak/ak+l = I 
k-m log k p’ 
lim sup log ak/ak+l 1 
k+m logk =A” 
where p’ and h’ are the order and lower order, respectively, off. Using this, it 
follows that p’ = p and x’ = ;\. IfF(x) = cf, bkzk and if cf, k 1 b, 1 < ( b, 1 , 
then F is univalent in D. This can be used to show that each f (n) is univalent 
in D, i.e., that f E E. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 0 < h < p < 1 and let {zn}F be a sequence of non- 
decreasing positive numbers, with the counting function n(r) defined as 
follows: 




1 for all r > Y. . 
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Let 
when x=0 
when h > 0. 
Let {r&J be a sequence of positive numbers such that 
dk+2(l”g r2k+2)*(A) = r;k,l , k = 0, l,... . 
Let 
n(r) = PA 1% 4, 
‘;k+l 1 log2 rZk+l ’ 
for K = 0, l,... . Then 
Odr<r, 
r2k d r < r2k+l 
is an entire function of order p and lower order A. Since C l/(zn - 1) < 1, 
feEnQ. 
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